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Yearbook and Directory

Subiaco Academy
Subiaco, Arkansas

Beautifully situated in the Ouachita l\'Iountain ranges. Very healthful location within
view of and easy access to the famed "Ozarks"
(just across the Arkansas river from Subiaco
and about fifteen miles to the north). Within
hiking distance of Cove Lake ( splendid fishing
and boating grounds), close to Mt. Magazine
(highest point between the Rockies and the Alleghanies) and other places of interest in the
Government Reservation of the Ouachitas.
Forty-eight miles east of Fort Smith. Arkansas, ("Gateway to the Ozarks"), 112 miles
northwest of Little Rock, the State Capital.
CATALOGUE MATTER OF 1949-1950.
Boarding School for Boys and Young Men
Grades Eight and Upward

Board of Trustees
RT. REV. PAULM. NAHLEN
President
VERY REV. ALBERT SCHREIBER
VERY REV. LOUIS DEUSTER
_
Secretary
REV. EUGENE KNOFF
REV. CHRISTOPHER PALADINO

O.S.B.
O.S.B.
O.S.B.
O.S.B.
O.S.B.

---:t.:t:---

Officers of Administration
RT. REV. PAUL M. NAHLEN
President
REV. CLEMENT SCHMIDT
Rector and Director of Studies
REV. CHRISTOPHER PALADINO
Prefect of Discipline
REV. RAYMOND WEWERS
Treasurer
REV. CLETUS POST
Assistant Prefec:t
REV. DAVID FLUSCHE
_
Director of Scholastics, Assistant Prefect
VERY REV. LOUIS DEUSTER
Director of Publications
REV. VICTOR BEUCKMAN
Spiritual Director and Student Counselor
MR. REYNOLD MAUS
Coach and Director of Physical Education
DR. JOHN SMITH
School Physician
---~::t---

O.S.B.
O.S.B.
O.S.B.
O.S.B
O.S.B.
O.S.B.
O.S.B.
O.S.B.
Paris
Paris

Directory

SUBIACO ACADEMY
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Mail should be addressed: Subiaco Academy, Subiacc, Arkansas.
Correspondence on financial matters should be invariably addressed to: The Reverend Trec>surer.
Official (except financial) matters should be addressed to: The
Reverend Rector.
Matters pertaining to leave of absence and other discipline should
be c:ddressed to: The Prefect of Discipline.
TELEGRAMS:
Nearest Western Uni0n office i~ at Paris, Arkansas, five miles
west. Example of telegr:i.m address: William Gregory, Subiaco Academy, Paris, Arkansas.
REMITTANCES:
Remittances are uniformly paid in advance. They should be addressed to: The Reverend Treasurer, Subiaco Academy, Subiaco
Arkansas.
TELEPHONE CALLS:
Calls to students or faculty members by telephone should, except in serious emergencies, be made before 9:00 p.m. if tbey are
night calls. Calls made later are a burden on recipient and staff alike.
(Page Threel

Calendar 1950-51
PRESIDENT

September 4 .. · - - - - - ~ - - - - _ ..... _
Students Arrive
September 5 .. ______________ .
_____ Registration
September 6
_ _ _ _ ... .......... __
Classes Beg,n
November 1
-~-. _________________ ___ _
All Saints
November 30-Dec. 3 _ _____ ______ _ _
Thanksgiving Holidays
December 8
______ ,.... _
Immaculate Conception
December 20
______ ..
_ Christmas Rece s Begins at Noun
Janual·y 3 _ -- _ --__ / _ _1951
_
Christmas Recess Ends
March 21 . ___ ......
_
_
Easter Recess begins at Noon
March 26
.
,_ _ _ _
Easter Recess Ends
To Be Selected
__ _ __
___
Prefect's Day
To Be Selected
·---- - - - ~ - .,__
Bishop's Day
May 3
.
.. ___ ____
., ________ __
Ascension Day
May 25 __
__, _ ____ ___ _________
Commencement
---:(:):---

Order of the Day

5:45 a.m.
_________________________ _
Rising, Study
_ _____ _ Chapel
6:30 a.m., for Catholic Students
7:00 a.m.
Breakfast
8:00 a.m.
__ Study or Class
11:15 a.m.
Physical Education
12:00 noon
Dinner, Recreation
__ ... __ _ ___
Assembl
1:00 p.m.
_ . -· ___ __ ____
Classes
1:15 p.m.
__ _ ... _______ _ Recreation
2:45 p.m.
_.. _____ __ __ __ ______
Study
4:15 p.m. ------- _-5:30 p.m. ___ ----Evening meal, Recreation
7:15 p.m. _________ _
Study
8:30 p.m.
__ Night prayer, Retiring
---:)::):---

Sunday Order

The Rt. Rev. Paul M. Nahlen , O.S.B.

6:00
6:30
7:15
9:00
12:00
5:30
7:30

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
to 10:00 a.m. __
noon
p.m.
p.m.

Rising
Chapel
_ __ __
. _ _ _ Breakfast
.. Letter writing. Study
_ ___ Dinner, Recreation
Evening meal Recreation
_ Night Prayer, Retiring

---:)::):---

N.B.-The evening Order is wholesomely interrupted a night or
two per week O:r! the average for games, auditonum programs. trip~
to the city, and the like. Healthful changes of the class order arc
found in occasional days of recreation, as indicated elsewhere.
(Page Four)
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SPIRITUAL DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR OF SCHOLASTICS

The Faculty
.....
.
VERY REV. LOUIS DEUSTER
English; Journalism; Spanish; Religion

_ O.S.B. A.M.

.... __ . ..
REV. GERALD DE BRUYN
Chemistry: General Science; Physics; Geography

A.M.

REV. BONAVENTURE MAECHLER .
Greek, Latin

O.S.B.A.B.

REV. BEDE MITCHEL

O.S.B.A.M.
Religion

REV. RAYMOND WEWERS
German, Typewriting

O.S.B. A.B.

O.S.B. A.B. B.Sc.
REV. CLEMENT SCHMIDT
Chemistry; Physics; Biology; Algebra

Rev. Victor Beuckman, O.S.B.

Rev. David Flusche, O.S.B.

DIRECTOR OF PUBLICATIONS

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC

REV. CHRISTOPHER PALADINO
Mathematics

O.S.B.A.B.

REV. CLETUS POST
Latin; Shorthand; Religion; English

O.S.B.A.B.

REV. LAMBERT ECKELHOFF
History

O.S.B. A.B.

REV. PAUL HOEDEBECK
Penmanship; Latin

O.S.B.A.B.

REV. VICTOR BEUCKMAN
English; Religion; History

O.S.B. A.B.

REV. RAPHAEL DeSALVO
Latin, Religion

O.S.B. S.T.D.

O.S.B. A.B.
REV. GERALD SACRA
Geometry; Latin; Instrumental Music; Piano
REV. MAURUS GERKE
Bookkeeping; History

O.S.B. A.B.

REV. DAVID FLUSCHE
History; English; Printing

O.S.B.A.B.

A.B.
MR. R. P. MAUS
Economics; Mathematics; Bookkeeping; Physical Education

---:i::t:---

Very Rev. Louis Deuster, O.S.R.
Rev. Gerald Sacra, C.S.B.
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RECTOR

PREFECT OF DISCIPLINE

The Subiaco Student
Subiaco today, as all through its history, seeks to help each st.udent make the most of the faculties and abilities which God has given
him. A good graduate from Subiaco is a good Christian and a loyal
citizen. Scholarship is an end in itself but not the only end. The
Academy trains, not men of the world, but good men for the world.
Essential to this training are these attributes which we hope to find
and to encourage in each of our boys.
1. A genuine and sincere devotion to God, to country and to h ome.

2. A reasonable amount of school spirit. The boy who cannot offer
some loyalty to the school of his choice will never offer it to his
community in later life. He just will not belong.
3. Faithful and constant effort toward the improvement of self. By
this is meant a continued and honest effort in all studies, in improvement of character, in personality. This is essential, whether
the student has abundant talent or only a little. No man is complete until he has made the most of himself.

Rev. Clement Schmidt. O.S.B.

Rev. Christopher Paladino, O.S.B.

ASSISTANT PREFECT

TREASURER

Rev. Cletus Post, O.S.B.

( P age Ei ght)

Rev.

Raymond

4. The desire to fit in. At the beginning, this is one of the most important qualities. A student sincerely anxious to mix well with
his fellow students is invariably a cooperative student, one whom
we can train and help toward the formation of a good character.
Subiaco has never condemned any boy who has this qualification .
These things are essential to the character of a Christian and a
gentleman. With these qualities for a beginning, it is our hope and
desire to guide your boy to his own improvement. We don't 'make
'em be good.' We do try to help them. Each boy is expected to remember that he is in a Christian school, to cultivate Christian faith
and habits, and to be a Christian in his own faith. And he is reminded that a good Christian makes the most of his God -g iven
abilities. The consistent emphasis of these points and y our boy·s consistent effort toward fulfilling them, guarantees h im a good training
and education at Subiaco.

Wew ers, O.S.B.
( Page N i n e)

Program of Studies
Subiaco Academy recognizes the principle that an institution of
learning is justly expected to produce results among the students
entrusted to its charge. The academy does not have the pick of student material but receives a large proportion of students from many
states who have enrolled in this boarding school precisely because
they have not been succeeding well in local surroundings. This fact.
is a compliment to a good boarding school and tacit recognition
of its power to train thoroughly. A student possessing genuine talent
thus sent to us will within a few months improve wonderfully, sometimes even unbelievably. Only in case of a student who deliberately
sets his mind against studying will failure to improve be recorded.
A student of small talent will naturally improve more slowly than
one of good talent; but in his case also there will be unmistakable
evidence of gain if he does not delibrately refuse to place himself
under the influences of his teachers and faculty guides.
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Subiaco Academy does everything within its power to promote
good scholarship among its students, and particularly among i ts more
able student. Some of the means to that end are frequent lectures
of a formal nature on the advantages of using opportunities available
here; informal reminders each day; the inspiration and example of
teachers who for the most part are mature scholars with a record
of from a dozen to any number of years devoted to their specialties ;
small prizes given to winners in contests in various classes ; formal
presentation of gold medals each year at commencement to winners
in the various departments and in the more important branches
taught; and numberless other devices having to do with good teaching as based on the psychology of tbe modern American boy.
It can, in a word, be most truthfully said that Subiaco Academy
is earnestly striving to do its part in the ever-changing work of training both the average and the exceptional young American to good
citizenship. This training, of course, contemplates not merely the
mind but the soul and body as well.

'

--tt--

::r:
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The Scholasticate
Boys interested in preparing for the Benedictine priesthood are
received into a department of the Academy known as the Scholasticate. The Scholastics share with the other students the common educational and recreational facilities of the Academy. They are, however, to a degree, set apart from the other students in order that they
may receive special training and guidance in the development of their
vocation. To be eligible for the Scholasticate, a boy must have completed the eighth grade, and he should be recommended by his pastor. He should be of average mental ability and should have a sincere
interest in the religious life. For particulars about the Scholasticate
a boy may write The Director of Scholastics, Subiaco Academy Subiaco, Arkansas.

---u---
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Requirements for Graduation

COACH

1. The settlement of all indebtedness to the chool. May 15 is the
final date for settlement if the candidate is to be listed among the
graduates on Commencement Day.
2. Four credits in English. Sixteen credits in :ill.
3. A credit in American History.
4. When Bookkeeping is taken with a view to graduation from
the Commercial Course, it must be pursued for two years. Student
may take one year of a commercial subject that comes under the
general heading of mathematics or the social group as commonly
classified, and may receive credit for such work towards graduation
from the General Course.
5. For the usual two year language requirement, science or other
subjects fitting the course may be substituted. However, any language once begun must be pursued during two terms if any credit
whatsoever is to be received for it towards graduation.
6. Other requirements as may be listed elsewhere, with ample
and fair notice.

---:t:t--EXAMINATION AND PUBLICATION OF GRADES
Examinations are held every six weeks and publication of grades
is made following the examinat.ions. Results of the six weeks of work
are mailed to parents or guardians on printed forms. Teachers hold
the examinations during a class period or periods. The dates for
turning in results of six-weeks daily recitation and tests are announced by bulletins posted in the customary places by the Director
of Studies. F aculty conferences following examinations are similarly
announced.

----t:t:----

Schedules of Studies
The following chief subjects are offered for standard credit. A
general course with a wide choice of studies may be arranged by
consultation with the Director of Studies.
CLASSICAL
FIRST YEAR
Credit
1
Latin I
1
English I _
1
History I
Algebra I ________ _
1
1~
Religion I (addit.) __
THIRD YEAR
1
Latin III
1
English III _ .. ..
1
Algebra II ----·
1
Greek I
I
1
Modern Language
Religion III (addit.)
½
!Page Twelve)

STUDIES
SECOND YEAR
Latin II
English II
History II
Plane Geometry
Religion II (addit.)
FOURTH YEAR
Latin IV
English IV
Biology I
Greek II
Modern Language II
Religion IV (addit.)

Credit
1
1
1
1
12

1
1
1
1
1
½

(Page Thirteen )

SCIENCE COURSE
FIRST YEAR

SECOND YEAR
Credit
1
1
1
1
½

Credit

General Science (or Sub't) _
English I
History 1
Algebra I
Religion I (addit.)

II

1
1
1
1
½

THIRD YEAR
Chemistry or Physics
1
English III - - - - -- 1
Algebra II - - - - - - -- 1
History, American _ _ _ _ 1
Modern Language (Opt,) __ 1
Religion III (addit.) _ _ _ ½

Biology (or Sub't)
English II
History II
Plane Geometry
Religion II (addit.)

FOURTH YEAR
Physics or Chemistry ___ _
English IV _ _ _ _ _ _
Modern Language (Opt.) __
Sol. Geo. and Trig. _ _ _ _
Religion IV (addit.) ______

1
1
1
1
½

COMMERCIAL COURSE
FIRST YEAR
SECOND YEAR
Credit

INNER COURT

II

Science or
English I
History I
Algebra I
Religion I

Language __
1
- - _ _ _ _ __
1
------ 1
-- ------------- 1
(addit.) _
%

THIRD YEAR
Bookkeeping _ ___ _
___
English III - - - - - - - Commercial Arithmetic
History American _ _ _ _
Typewriting _______
Shorthand (Opt.) - - - Civics or Government
Penmanship _
Religion III (addit.) ______

1
1

½
1

½
1
½

½

Credit

Science or Language _______ ___ 1
English II _ _ _ _
1
History II _ _ _ _
1
Plane Geometry _____ ___
1
1
ReHgion II (addit.)
h
FOURTH YEAR
Bookeeeping
___ __ _____ _
1
English IV
_ __ _ _ ___
1
Commercial Arithmetic
½
Commercial Law ____ _____ ½
Typewriting
_____ ½
Shorthand (Opt.) __ ___ _ __ _
1
Penmanship
_
Sociology or Economics _ __
1
1~
Religion IV (addit.) _ ____

NOTE I-Penmanship is required of commercial students, but
carries no credit.
NOTE II-Religion is required, but of Catholic students only.
NOTE III-Commercial subjects proper are placed in the third
year high school at Subiaco. Students of advanced age may be admitted to the study of these subjects without having had two years
of previous high school training, but they may not be graduated from
this academy until they have earned sixteen (16) credits.
NOTE IV-Students intending to enter college upon graduation
are not advised to take the commercial course. They may take a
maximum of three units of commercial (vocational) subjects if they
choose a general course of studies.

LIBRARY

NOTE V-All students are required to take four units per school
term or the equivalent in their course, no matter how many credits
they require for graduation. Thus, though a tudent should require
but two credits in his senior year to complete his course, he is nevertheless to carry a schedule of four standard units. Religion is an additional half-unit per year required of Catholic students.
NOTE VI-Physical Education is required of all students. Sickness
or other disabilities are, of course, reasons for exemption.

(Page Fourteen)
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Cour ses in the Acad emy
RELIGIO N
Course I. Two hours, two semesters , Chief Trulhs of Faith. Text :
Elwell, Fuerst and Dunn, Our Quest for Happiness , Book I. Credit ½ .
Course II. Two hours, two semesters . Means of Grace, The Mass,
The Sacramen t , The Sacramen tals, Indulgenc es. Text, Quest for
Happiness , Book II. Credit, 1 , .
Course III. Two hours, two semesters . Morals and Happiness . Text,
Our Quest for Happiness , Book III. Credit, ½.
Course IV. Two hours, two semesters. God, His Church as a Means
of Happiness. Text, Quest for Happiness , Book IV. Credit ½.
ENGLISH
Course I. Five how·s, two semesters. Text : Ward, Sentence and
Theme. Theme writing, Literature , Text : Deferrari, Brentano and
Shrekc:v, Joy in Reading. Book reports; memorizin g of selected passages. Credit 1.
Course II . Five hours, two seme ters. Text: Ward, Writing Craft,
Literature Text: Appreciat ion through Reading. Credit 1.
Cn11rse III. Five hours, two semesters. Text: Tanner, Compositi on
and Rhelhoric . American Profile. Selections from Literature and Life
Series. Credit 1.
Cour ·e IV. Five hours, two semesters . Tanner, ibid. Pace, English
Voices. Readings in Literature and Life Series. Credit 1.
LATIN
Cour · e I. First Year. Five hours, two semesters. Text: Shultz.
Gr.'.lmmar and Exercises (two volumes) . Daily drill in forms and
vocabulary . Credit 1.
Course II. Second year. Five hours, two semesters . Text: Shultz,
idid. Readings: Bennett's Caesar. Review of the fi'rst year work, plus
intensive drill on irregular verbs. Syntax drills through written comi::6- iti n11. Credit 1.
Cour~e III. Third Year. Six hours, two seme lers. Shult.1:.
Readings. Selection from Ovid end from Cicero. Other reaclingsibid.
option of the instructor . Formal teaching of Latin syntax. Credit at
1.
Course IV. Fourth Year. Six hours, two semseters . Shultz, ibid.
Readings: Selections from irgil ~nd from ~icero. Other re~dings at
option of instructor . Formal leachmg of La!in syntax. Credit 1.
Cour$e
Course in
with drill
Cour e
ReJdings :

GERMAN
I. Five hours, two semesters. Text: Alexi -Schrag, First
German (revised). Simple reading lessons in connection
on forms. Credit 1.
II. Five hours, two semesters . Text: Alexis-Sc hrag, ibid.
Alexis-Pfe iler, In Deutschla nd, etc. Credit 1.

SPANISH
Two-year Cour e. Grades 9 and 10 or 11 and 12. Five hours, two
semester . Text: Espi.J1os.'.I and Allen , Spanish Grammar . Readings in
second year at option of in tructor. Credits 2.

S1UDENT S' DINING HALL
(Page Sixteen)

GREEK
Two-year Course, Grades 11 and 12. Open t.o student in the Classical curr;culum only. Five hours, tw o . emesters, two years. Text :
Kaegi, Greek Gramma1 and Exercises (two volumes). Readings,
second yenr, Bible: New Testamen t selection. Other reaclings a t option of instructor . Credit 2.
Page Seve n teen )

HISTORY
Course I, Grade 9, Five hours, two semesters. World History. Text:
Christianity and Civilization. Copious refe1·ences prescribed. Credit
1.

Course II, Grade 10. Five hours, two semesters. American History.
Text: Wirth, The Development of America, Copious references prescribed. Credit l.
Course III, Grades 9 and 10. Two hours, two semesters for two
years. Study of World History uf Religion. Text: Laux, Church History with copious readings prescribed. Credit l.
Couse IV, Grade 11 or 12. Advanced American History. Not open
to students who have taken Courses I and II above. Five hours, two
~emesters. Text: Wirth, The Development of America, with copious
readings prescribed. Credit 1.
MATHEMATICS
Course I, Grade 9. Algebra. Five hours, two semesters. Text:
Schorling-C'ark-Smith, First Year Algebra. Credit 1.
Course II, Grade 10. Plane Geometry. Five hours, two semesters.
Text: Schcrling-Clark-Smith. Modern School Geometry. Credit 1.
Course III, Grade 11 or 12. Second Algebra. From Quadratics.
Five hours, t\10 semesters. Text: Hawkes-Luby-Tout.on, Second
Course in Algebra (revised). Credit 1.
Cow·se IV, Gr'.lde 11 or 12. First semester: Solid Geometry, five
hours per week. Text: Smith, Essentials of Solid Geometry. Credit 1 2.
Second seme ter: Trigonometry, five hours per week. Text: Wentworth, Plane Geometry with Tables. Credit 1 i.
PEP RALLY

NATURAL SCIENCES
Course I, Grade 9. General Science. Five hours per week recitation, with two-hour laboratory oeriod. Text: Hunter and Whitman,
Problems in General Science. Credit l.
Course II. Grade 10 or over. Biology. Seven hours per week, with
laboratory work. Text: Biology by Brother Charles. Credit l.
Cour c III, Grade 11 or 12. Chemistry. Seven hours per week,
laboratory work. Brownlee, etc., First Principles of Chemistry.
Credit 1.
Course IV, Grade 11 or 12. Physics. Seven hours per week, with
laboratory work. Text: Millikan and Gale, Elements of Physics,
Credit 1.
COMMERCIAL SUBJECTS
Bookkeeping. Five hours per week, two years, plus a daily practice period. Text: Tv-•entieth Century Bookkeeping, Complete. Business papers, sets, and workbooks must be satisfactorily worked out
before passing grade is given. Credits 2.
Business Arithmetic. Three times per week, two terms. Text:
Curry Business Arithmetic. Rapid calculation stressed. Credit I.
Typing. Five times per week, two terms, plus daily practice period. Minin1um speed and accuracy requirements must be passed before credit is given. Credit 1.
Shorthand. Five hours per week, two terms. Text: Gregg. Speed
studies in second year. Credit 2.
Commercial Law. Two times per week, two years. Text: GoodKeicher, Commercial Law. Credit 1.
Penmanship. Four times per week. Required of commercial students and "prep" tudents until satisfactory hand-writing is developed. Does not carry credit.

( Page
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MUSIC
Band. Four times per week, four years. Includes instruction on
instrument, ensemble, public appearance, marching, etc. Credits 2.
Piano. Five times per week, t.wo years, plus daily practice period.
Public appearances at stated recitals required as soon as pupil has
mastered a selection sufficiently. Credits 2.
Other music not at present offered for credit.

---u---

PRE-HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
The academy annually takes a small select number of students
not yet ready for high school studies but advanced within the eighth
grade. The number that can be accommodated is limited and application should be rr.ade early in the summer so that courses can be
arranged to fit individual needs. Pupils in this division are found to
develop rapidly if they have the requisite talent. They are promoted
to academy studies proper as soon as their advancement warrants.

---U---

PRE-HIGH SCHOOL STUDIES
A typical pre-high-school course of studies for one year is illustrated in the following schedule:
Times per week
Subject
5
English and spelling
5
Arithmetic (Remedial and advanced)
4
Penmanship
4
American History
4
Geography
2
Physiology
_ 3
Bible - __ --- 2
Civics
It should be recalled that the student attends the boarding school
twenty-four hours of each day, and this fact permits the carrying of
such schedules with ease, while allowing for music, sports, plenty of
supervised study, and ot!1er healthful and profitable activities. Young
students particularly thrive on such ai rangements of their day, and
there are many examples in history of famous scholars, such as St.
Thomas Aquinas, entering boardmg school at a tender age with excellent results as to physical and mental development.

---u---

PHYSICAL EDUCATIO

PROGRAM

Physical education has always had a i:,rominent place in the program of training at Subiaco. This has been a natural result of applying the old proverb, "A sound mind in a sound body."
Rebounding from the impact of the war, the physical education
program has made long strides forward. Early in the 1943-1944 term,
universal physical education was established at the academy, with
Coach R. P. Maus as director. Importance attached to this measure
is reflected in the fact that the school program as a whole was altered
to give adequate time for all the students to participate in body
building exercises. These exercises include swimming, gymnastics,
games like volley ball, basketball, football, handball, tenn1s, baseball
and softball. General health and alertness of the student body has
notably increased since this measure was introduced, competent observers say. Every student has benefitted.

---u---
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General Regulations
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A studen_t by the act of registration. agrees to abide by the rules
and regulations enacted as the occasions require for the gener al
good of the student body and fo~ the wholesome development of the
individual student. These regulat10ns are sometimes published on the
bulletin boards; at other times are announced by a school officer at
lhe general assembly. The spirit in which they are conceived is one of
fatherly regard for the true welfare of each student committed to
the school's care. No your.g man having his own best interests at
heart will find any regulation unreasonable, or too dilficult of observance.
A student leaving school and applying for a transfer of records
must name the school to which the record is to be sent. No official
transfer of record will be sent to the student personally. The fee
after the first transfer, which is free, is $1.00.
No recommer.dation or document of any kind in favor of a student shall be issued until all indebtedne_s to the school shall have
been absolved in full.
students are at times encouraged for their own good to take mor
than the standard four subjects (exclu ive of Religion, which is
alwavs additiona1) in a given year. But to conform to common practice fn rating a student's advancement only four units or credits per
year (as an average) are allowed. Each student is graduated with the
sixteen official credits or units on his record. Subjects taken beyond
these ixteen are listed :is "other subjects." The subjects which fi
his course as a whole as normal sequences. are the ones listed for
official credit.
While due allowance is made for sickne-s and other unavoidable
causes of occasional absence, yet parents_ and guardians are earnestly
urged to cooperate as fully as possible with the school in maintaining
good attendance records. Request of parents to have their sons at
home for the week-end are honored whenever it is possible to honor
them. But these requests should be rather infrequent. They will not
be honored for the week-ends preceding the regular six-weeks examinations.
It is the opinion of the faculty that the time element is importan
in maturing a young student, whether for college entrance or for
entering upon a gainful occupation after finishing studies at the academy Regardless, therefore, of the amount of units or credits he may
hav~ assembled hitherto, a student is not eligible to apply for graduation before U1e spring of his fourth year m secondary or high school
studies. The fac~lty 1 furthermore! reserves the right to :,vithh?ld
·aduation, pendmg improvement., m the case of a student d1splaymg
fotoriously poor scholarship, even though he may have fulfilled other
requirements. Graduation in such case is never withheld longer than
a year at which time the tudent is either graduated or given a dismissal of whatever nature the circumstances warrant.
Tran fer students, while given all possible help, must adapt themselves to the schedules as best they can. The academy much preferg
lo start students in the very first year of high school. Effective work
in the highest classes can carcely be expected unless the previou.
training has been thorough.
Students transfering from chools of less than a thirty-six week '
term or a lower cla sification than "B" are subject to having their
credits or units discounted pro rata when the procedure is deemed
for the good of either the student or school.
( Page Twenty-three !

All studLnts not prevented by physical di abilit;es are trongly
urged to take part in at least one athletic activity. This does not
necessarily mean engaging in a "major" sport. The school assumes
no responsibility beyond that of reasonable care and cautioning for
injurious accidents sustained while at practice or in play, or in the
course of any other curricular or extra-curricular activity.
The school will not be responsible for book left on the premises
unle s these have been properly packed, tied, and labeled with the
student's name, and have been placed in the personal charge of an
off ;<'Cr of th':' school. Book leit for trade-in will be similarly gathered
and ere-lit will be given on next year's book account only. No cash
trade- ·n is ever given.
Each -tudent is personally responsible for articles of clothing and
for personal belongings. The school does not undertake to locate lost
articles or send to students any such articles carelessly left at the
school upon departure on vacation, or otherwise.
RULES FOR DI CIPLINE

BASKETBALL SQUAD

COACH

(Pace Twenty-four)

Rule for daily deportment of both boarders and day students are
published in the student handbook.
In general, students are:
a) to manifest true and con tant politenes and courtesy on and off
the campus and to observe habitual obedience and respect for
authority.
b) to obtain special permission to leave the school premises, or absent themselves from any regular exercise.
c) discouraged in the reading of comic m~gazines. Books, papers, and
reriO(l icals brought into the institution are subject to the approval
of the prefect.
d) d 'rected in the building of a sound, moral, Christian character.
Thus students found guilty of possessing immoral or indecent
book , magazines, or pictures; of the use of immoral and filthy
language: the telling of immoral and smutty jokes; the practice of
immm al acts ai·e subject to immediate dismissal.
e) to obse1 ve habitual politeness and charity toward each other.
f) forbidc'en to take part in any game of chance.
g) to pay for dvmage done to furniture or to other school property.
h) subject to severe penaltie and even dismissal for appropriating
i:;roperty of anothi-r.
i) to travel on outings, to shows, etc. by the school bus. Hitch-hiking
is forbidden.
j) permitted the use of tobacco (though only by tolerat'on). This
permission is granted only to students who are sixteen (16) years
of age and have the written consent of parents or guardians.
k) t be at all times where their duty calls them.
1) to obtain pennis ion from the Rector to absent themselves from
any cbs or regular exerci e. A student ha\'ing been absent from
school without proper previous permission from the Rector must,
upon returning to school, present a written excuse from parents
or guardian addre sed to the Prefect of Di cipline. Students cutting clas es or any r egular exercise are subject to penalty, and
even a warning, by the teacher or official in charge of that clas
or c.·erc ·s::-.
~tudents wl·o are slow to respond to corrections, advice, and guidance and who lack good will and regard for their own duties and for
the rights of others endanger the good order and pirit of the school.
tPage Twent~•-[1ve l

Therefore, when corrections or admonitions produce no effect, or
when the infraction of the above rules interferes seriously with the
order of the school, the student will be given a FORMAL W ARNTNG
for improvement by the prefect of discipline. A student will receive
at most three warnings during the school year. A major infraction
after the third warning automatically calls for expulsion. A student
al mosl three warnings during the school year. A major infraction
is subject to di · missal after any warning, if he does not _how the
GOOD WILL to improve.

----:t:t:---DISMISSAL

No student is ever lightly dismissed from the institution. Except
in a case of a sudden and flagrant instance of misconduct, a number
of warnings and attempts to guide the student to better ways will
precede the always unpleasant procedure of dismissal. Sometimes
parents and friends of the student dismissed are prone to find fault
with the school. But a full and frank examination of such cases will
almost invariably show that the student or students involved not
only are much to blame, but that they usually ha e left the authorities no alternative. Whether through imprudence or through mal ice,
they set the stage so that the only possible denouement is d1sm iss3l.

----:i::t.---COOPERATION NOT RIVALRY
In placing before the American public, for serious consideration.
the features and advantages which we sincerely believe to be of
immense aid to the young men whom we wish to serve, this institution intends no w1seemly rivalry with other schools. That hundreds
of other schools have their resources to offer their own students is
admitted and obvious. Rather do we intend by calling attention to
our particular assets to cooperate with thousands of other schools in
advancement of education for our great national security: The Youth
of America.

----:t:t:----

THE SPIRITUAL SIDE
The latent spiritual forces within the student are the deepest and
the most important of all phases of his being. Tbis side of tbe student's life is fo tered at Subiaco by direct formal instruction for all
Catholic tudents and by other spiritual aids, such as a spiritual director and counselor, religion clubs, the example of tbe lives of
men consecrated to God by religious vows, and other wholesome influences.
Catholic students attend morning Mass and chapel services daily.
Non-Catholic students attend chapel services on Sundays. Non-Catholic students are free to seek coun el on ethical and moral matters of
any staff member. They also have their own Religion Club, witb a
view to grounding them in general matters pertaining to their soul's
welfare.
The Office of Chaplain is provided to meet the need for special
moral and vocational guidance. Both Non-Catholic students and Catholic students have easy access to the Chaplain's services. Many
problems cannot be adequately met by mass education. It is tbe
Chaplain's duty to give each student a sympathetic hearing and, in
as far as possible, to offer a solution to the student's personal problems.

---1::t---

(Page

Twenty-six)
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THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Subiaco ha5 an extremely active and loyal alumni membership.
Every student soon comes to sense the feeling of unity and of comradeship that exists between the graduates and himself. He meets
graduates of the school on numerous occasions; at athletic contests, at
the annual spring reunion, when alumni stop by, and at other times.
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Alumni in a fraternal spirit that is prompted purely by a love of
their school, where they have spent many of their happiest days,
gladly become acquainted with worthy students of the present day
and on occasion help them by timely advice gleaned from their own
early experiences.
There is of course a wide variation in type among graduates. This
is as desirable as it is inevitable. It is the earnest aim and the sincere
hope of the school, however, that each alumnus through his action
in his own community and within the circle of his friends give evidence of the sound training he has received at Subiaco.

---t:1:--ACCESSIBILITY
Subiaco is situated directly on State Highway 22 and is about
110 miles northwest of Little Rock, the .tate capital. It is 48 miles
east of Ft. Smith, the "Gateway to the Ozarks."' Paris, the Logan
County seat, is five miles to the west. The town and post office
serving the school are named Subiaco.

---tt--BUILDINGS

A massi"e five-story building of native gray sandstone quarried
nearby is the central architectural object in the Subiaco plant. It
houses the chapel, adrninistratian offices, living quarters for faculty
and students, class rooms, library, reading and recreation rooms, and
other divisions of the physical plant. Anthony Hall gymnasium and
auditorium, Press Building, a Sisters' residence for Benedictine Sisters of the culinary department, and other subsidiary buildings complete the group. The sch~ol has a definite expai:ision program ready
for operation as needs anse and means of bmldmg are available. At
present "Alumni Hall," a modern classroom building is under construction.

---tt---
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HISTORY
Subiaco College and Academy, a boarding school for boys and
young men, is among the oldest institutions of learning in Arkansas.
The Benedictine missionary settlement whence it sprang was started
in 1878. The Indiana house in turn drew its early chapter members
largely from the world-famous abbey and school Maria Einsiedeln,
in Switzerland. In 1887 the Subiaco institute began to function as a
college, introducing philosophy and theology courses. In 1896 it was
empowered by the state to grant degrees.
The name Subiaco is Italian and comes from the European monastery in Italy of that name. The elder Subiaco has a venerable h ;story,
being the home of St. Benedict of Nursia himself, who is the founder
of the Order and is known as "Patron of the Monks of the West."

---:n---
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The Arkansas monastic center is now seventy-two years old. The
school is sixty-three years of aee. The in titutinn has seen all stages
of development occurring in the section in which its lot is cast. It has
been functioning ever since the white man bee1an, in aopreciable
numbPrs. to inhabit this section. In the late seventies, the Little Rock
and Ft. Smith Railroad Company, extending a branch l'ne throueh
the valley of the Ouachitas, desired immi~rants who would stay on
the soil and build a permanent population. To effect this end. they
called in the Benedictine Fathers, as aforesaid.
In the early days the student body comprised a mere dozen or so.
Great growth came after World War I, when the enrollment soared
to about 200, and remained normally at 150 to 175. Two devastafng
fires, the first in December, 1901, the second in December, 1927. have
both retarded and stimulated growth in various ways. The present
strictly fire-proof and in every way modern building is running virtually at capacity. A large annex to the east, built of stone and fireproofed, has recently been completed.
Subiaco is known far and wide as a progressive American school
with deep culture roots embedded in the rich soil of Benedictine
teaching traditions, centuries old and gathered from all parts of the
civilized world.

---:f::1:--SUPERVISION
The educational system employed at Subiaco Colleee and Academy includes as one of its important features the formation of character. The details common to all scrools are of course strictly atterided
to. It is in the building of a "man" in the highest sense that Subiaco
is most interested. The school reserves the right to dismiss at an,
time a student who fails to give satisfactory evidence of reasonable
interest in the school program as it develops day by day.
The supervision of the student during study periods an d recreation is in the hands of Fathers apoointed for this work. The discipline of the school is mild but insistent. It has for its aim the true
welfare of the student. It is designed to give him a thorough training
in knowledge as well as in sound moral behavior, and nothing contrary to good morals and _gentlemanly conduct is permitted. Correction of bad character traits and poor personal appearance is studiously undertaken.

---H---

WARDROBE
Individual needs will vary a nd the school merely suggests the
following basic wardrobe: shirts 8: pants 4: suits l; socks two dozen;
shoes two pairs; shorts and sh ir s 8; pajamas 3; handkerchiefs 18;
bath towels 4; 1 sweater: a bathing suit; a topcoat or an overcoat ;
toothbrush: soap and other personal articles.

---:i::t---

DORMITORY EQUIPMENT
Students are to furnish their own blankets and a neat bedspread
of simple design. All other bed clothing (including sheets and pilloVI
cases) is supplied by the school. The beds are of special dormitory
type: 18 inches in height, about six feet in length .

---t:1:---

MAIL
Students are urged to write letters on Saturdays and Sunday on!).
Only such newspapers and magazines are permitted as meet with
approval of the authorities.
(Page Thirty)
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ACADEMY BAND

The A.B. Degree
Th e Degree of Bachelor of Arts wa, conferred at the 1950 Commencement Exerci es upon:

Seniors

1950

Frater Henry Schroeder, O.S.B.
Frater Dominic Enz O.S.B.

Wi~dthorst, Texas
St. Loui , Missoun

Academy D iplomas
Class Officers

Diplomas for the completion of the CLASSICAL COURSE in the
academy were awarded to:
Wilfred Becker
Thomas F redeman
Max S andman n
John Scecina

Barling, Arkansas
Little Rock, Arkansas
Lindsay, Texas
Corpus Christi, Texas

Diplomas for the completion of the SCIENCE COURSE in the
academy were awarded to:
Raymond Benz
Bobby Lee Butler
Norman DeLeo
Hugh Endres
Thomas Flan2.gan
William Hatton
Norman Janes
Thomas Willett

Tom Willett
Ames, Iowa
President
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Lloyd Scheffe
Windthorst, Texas
Vice-President

Paris, Arkansas
Hot Springs, Arkansas
Cuba, Missouri
Muenster, Texa5
Fayetteville, Arkansas
Casper, Wyoming
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Ames, Iowa

Diplomas for the completion of the COMMERCIAL COURSE in
the academy were awarded to:
Tontitown, Arkansas
Cecil Ardemagni
Tontitown, Arkansas
Michael Ardemagni
Paris, Arkansas
Kenneth Bartsch
Charleston, Arkansas
Matthew Classen
Tyler, Missouri
Michael Fitzmaurice
__ _ Scranton, Arkansas
Charles Kleck
Prairie View, Arkansas
Jerome Kleck
Paris, Arkansas
Vernon Martin
Tulsa, Oklahoma
A. T. Phillips
Scotland, Texas
Eugene P oirot
Weiner, Arkansas
Herman R uesewalcl
Windthorst, Texas
Lloyd Scheffe
Scotland, Texas
Dillard Schenk
Scotland, Texas
James Schlabs
Texarkana, Arkansas
Jimmy Tullos
Scranton. Arkansas
Gilbert Weisenfels
(Page Thirty-five)

Diplomas for the completion of the GENERAL COURSE in the
academy were awarded to:
James Buckley
William Cashen
Herman Geels
Dominic Guilonard
Rupert Hoenig ~
Robert Koenigseder
Melvin Makovec
Richard Meyers
Neil Romine
James Ross
George Schichtle
Jack Schifferle
Reilly Tessaro
David Zubalik
Anthony Siebenmorgen
Richard Kohn
Norman Janes
Tulsa, Okla.
Sec.-Treasurer

Tom Fredeman
Little Rock, Ark.
Attorney

Stuttgart, Arkansas
Peoria, Illinois
__ Prairie View, Arkansas
Dutch Guiana, South America
Muenster, Texas
Scranton, Arkansas
Stuttgart, Arkansas
Memphis, Tennessee
Talahina, Oklahoma
Little Rock, Arkansas
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Pari , Arkan ·as
Tontitown, Arkansas
So. Greensburg, Pennsylvania
Morrison Bluff, Arkansas
Magnolia, Arkansas

HONOR STUDENTS
John Scecina, Corpus Christi, Texas
Tom Willett, Ames, Iowa

Valedictorian
Salutatorian

SENIOR CLASS OFFICERS
Tom Willett
Lloyd Scheffe
Norman Janes
Tom Fredeman
Norma n DeLeo

Class President
Vice-Pres ident
Secretary-Treasurer
Attorney
Attorney

Certificates of Graduation from the PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT of the academy and promotion to the 9th grade were awarded
to:

Norman DeLeo
Cuba, Missouri
Attorney

CPage
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Billy H. Bock
Fred E. Buchanan
Michael Cone
Edward Davis
John Dun ar, Jr.
Robert Flemming
Edward J. Mahoney
Mackley R. McCurdy
Guy V. Mitchell
Richard Schiltz
Joseph Revelette
Charles Wilson
Edward Zuniga
Dav id Richard McAfee
Richard S ledge
George Petkoff

Clarksville, Arkansas
North Little Rock, Arkansas
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Dallas, Texas
DeValls Bluff, Arkansas
Memphis, Tennessee
Little Rock, Arkansas
Venezuela
Lonoke, Arkansas
Dallas, Texas
Elgin, Kansas
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Dallas, Texas
Denton, Texas
Fort Worth, Texas
Helena, Arkansas
(Page Thirty- even l

A ward of Medals
The Gold Medal for GOOD CHARACTER wa awarded to:
TOM WILLETT, Ames, Iowa
Distinguished : John Scecina, Jerry Assenmacher, Ralph Miller,
Clarence Wiederkehr, Michael Ardemagni, Tom Fredeman, Herman
Geels, Vernon Martin, J ack Schifferle, George Collier, Gerald Elsken, Gerald Martin, Richard Plugge, Gene Arnold, Donald Heckle,
Hilary Linder, Anton Reith, Paul Ritter, Joe Rolf, Richard Rust,
John Del Ciello, Raymond Forst, Michael Kinghorn, William Long,
Fred Mertin, Lindell Montgomery, Charles Papan, Anthony Schluterman, Mackley McCurdy.
Donor : The Rl. Reverend Paul M. Nahlen, O.S.B., President of
Subiaco Academy.
The Gold Medal for EXCELLENC E IN CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE
was awarded to:
HILARY LINDER, Widener, Arkansas
Distinguished : Michael Ardemagni, Hugh Endres, Tom Fredeman,
Herman Geels, A. T. Phillips, John Scecina, George Schichtle, Tom
Willett, Jerry Assenmacher, Gerald Elsken, Paul Osborne, Clarence
Wiederkehr, Ralph Miller, Richard Rust, John Schroeder, Alex Soerries, Michael Kinghorn, Billy Lensing. Emory Linder, Charles Papan,
Anthony Schluterman, John Selig.
D0nor: The Mo. t Reverend Albert L. Fletcher, D.D., Bishop of
Little Rock.
The Gold Medal for the HIGHEST AVERAGE I
awarded to:

LA TIN was

RICHARD RUST, Greensburg, Indiana
Distinguished : Jerry Assenmacher, Hilary Linder, Michael Kinghorn, William Long Charles Papan, John Selig, Robert Werner.
Donor: Mr. J. J. Morrison, Memphis, Tennessee.
The Gold Medal for the HIGHEST AVERAGE IN ENGLISH was
awarded to:
JOHN SCECINA, Corpus Christi, Texas
Distinguished : Norman DeLeo, Bobby Butler, Herman Geels,
Jerry Assenmacher, George Collier, Gerald Elsken, Raymond James,
Donald Roekle, Hilary Linder, Richard Rust, Dick Griffin, Emmett
Hoolihan, Michael Kinghorn , Charles Papan, John Selig.
Donor: Mr. Leo J. Krebs, Little Rock, Arkansas.
Cecil Arde1uagni
Springdale, Ark.
Raymond Benz
Paris, Ark.
Matthew Classen
Charleston, Ark.
Tommy Flanagan
Fayetteville, Ark .

.Michael
Arden1agni
pringdale, Ark.
James Buckley
tuttgart, Ark .
Norman DeLeo
Cuba, l\Usso uri
Herman Geels
Prairie View, Ark,

Kenneth Bartsch
Paris, Ark.
Bobby BuUer
Hot
prings, Ark .
Hu gh Endres
1
l\ l uenster, Tex.
Dominic Guilonard
Dutch Guiana

Wilfred Becker
Barling, Ark.
Bill Cashen
Peoria, Dl.
J\1ike Fitzmaurice
Tyler, Missouri
WillJam Halton
Marlow, Okla .

The Gold Medal for the HIGHEST AVERAGE IN THE CLASSICAL COURSE was awarded to:
JERRY ASSENMACH ER, Billings, Missouri
Distinguished : John Scecina, Clarence Wiederkehr.
Donor: Originally the Rt. Reverend Patrick F. Horan, D.D., of
Fort Smith, Arkansas, now deceased, but continued through a friend.

(Page Thirty-eight)
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The Gold Medal for the HIGHEST AVERAGE IN THE FOREIGN
LANGUAGES was awarded to:
LINDELL MONTGOMERY, Venezuela
Distinguished: Jerry Assenmacher, Audie Knapp, Norman DeLeo,
Bill Hatton, Bobby Buller.
Donor: Mr. Carl E. Bopp, Little Rock, Arkansas.
The Gold Medal for the HIGHEST AVERAGE IN MATHEMATICS
was awarded to:
THOMAS FLANAGAN, Fayetteville, Arkansas
Distinguished: Bobby Butler, Paul Osborne, Tom Willett. Charles
Papan, Leonard Schmitz, George Selig, Hilary Linder, Richard Rust
Alex Soerries, Donald Hockle, James Kirchner, Justin Schmitz, JoP
Trainer, Emory Linder, William Long, David Gardner.
Donor: The Subiaco Alumni Association.
The Gold Medal for the HIGHEST AVERAGE IN SCIENCE was
awarded to:
PAUL OSBORNE, Jonesboro, Arkansas
Distinguished: Tom Willett, Hugh Endres, Tom Flanagan.
Donor: Former Governor Carl E. Bailey, Little Rock, Arkansas.
The Gold Medal for the HIGHEST AVERAGE IN THE COMMERCIAL COURSE was awarded to:
A. T. PHILLIPS, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Distinguished: Vernon Martin, Jimmy Tullos.
Donor: Mr. Harry LaHood, Peoria, Illinois.
The Gold Medal known as the PEREYRA AWARD FOR UNSELFISHNESS was awarded to:
TOM FREDEMAN, Little Rock, Arkansas
Distinguished: John Scecina, Jerry Assenmacher, Jimmy Stanton.
Wilfred Becker, Thomas Flanagan, Joe Rolf.
Donor: Mr. Raymond Rebsamen, Little Rock, Arkansas.
The Gold Medal for SCHOLARSHIP in the Preparatory Department was awarded to:
MACKLEY McCURDY, Venezuela
Distinguished: Edward Zuniga.
Rupert Hoenig
Muenster, Tex.
Richard Kohn
l\fagnolia, Ark.
. T. PWlUps
Tulsa, Okla.
Herman Ruesewald
Weiner, Ark.

(Page Forty)

Charles Kleck
Scranton, Ark.

Melvin lltakovec
Stuttgart, Ark.
Eugene Poirot
cotJand, Tex.
lltax Sandmann
Lindsay, Texa

Jerome Kleck
crant.on, Ark.
Vernon lltartin

Robert Koenigseder
Scranton, Ark.
Richard l\teyers

Paris, Ark .

l\temphis, Tenn.

eil Romine
TalaWna,, Okla .
John Scecina
Corpus Christi, Tex~

James Ross
Little Rock, Ark.
Dillard Schenk
coUand, Texa

Donor: The Most Reverend Joseph P. Lynch, D.D., Bishop of
Dallas, Texas.

(Page Forty-one)

THE COURY ATHLETIC TROPHY
The Loving Cup annually awarded to the student selected as the
best all-around athlete was awarded to:
NORMAN JANES, Tulsa, Oklahoma
Distinguished: Tom Willett, Hugh Endres, Richard Meyers.
The Trophy is awarded on the basis of usefulness to the teams,
and sportsmanship and school spirit displayed on and off the campus.
Donor: Mr.

George Coury, Chicago, Illinois.

A Medal for RELIGIOUS LEADERSHIP was awarded to:
WILFRED BERGERON, Jonesboro, Arkansas
A Medal for ACCOMPLISHMENT IN MUSIC was awarded to:
JERRY ASSENMACHER, Billings, Missouri
A Medal for speed and accuracy in TYPING was awarded to:
JAMES TULLOS, Texarkana, Arkansas
A Medal for activities was awarded to:
TOM WILLETT, Ames, Iowa

Distribution of Premiums
A Premium for GOOD CONDUCT was awarded to:
RALPH MILLER, Monett, Missouri
George Schichtle
Tulsa, Okla.
Reilly Tessaro
Tontitown, Ark.

Jack Schifferle
Paris, Ark.
James Tullos
Texarkana, Ark.

James Schlabs
Tony Siebenmorgen
Scotland, Texa.s
Morrison Bluff, Ark.
Gil0 ert Weisenfe's
David Zubalik
l\'lorrison Bluff, Ar:c Sri. Greensburg, Pa.

A Premium for APPLICATION TO STUDIES was awarded to:
FRED MERTIN, Scranton, Arkansas
A Premium for GOOD ORDER was awarded to:
CLARENCE WIEDERKEHR, Altus, Arkansas
A Premium for PUNCTUALITY was awarded to:
DONALD HOCKLE, J onesboro, Arkansas
PERI COPE A WARD

Awards for work on the school paper were made to:
NORMAN DeLEO, Cuba, Missouri, Writer's Award, staff pin.
"Periscope" school emblems were awarded to: Charles Vonder
Heide, A. T. Phillips, Jimmy Tullos, Tom Fredeman, Bobby Butler,
Jim Buckley, Richard Griffin, Dick Rust, Guy Cox, Eddie Zuniga,
Gus Gillespie, Paul Osborne, William Bergeron, Mike Handgraaf.
THE DOCTOR HAYES AWARD
An award of $50.00 is given annually at the Subiaco Alumni Banquet to the Senior who is most outstanding in his contribution to the
happiness of school life at Subiaco Academy. This award for the
1949-1950 school term was given to:
RICHARD MEYERS, Memphis, Tennessee
Donor : Donald J. Hayes, M.D., Little Rock, Arkansas.
(Page Forty-two)
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Clubs and Societies
SODALITY OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN
The Sodality is a religious society which fosters in its members an
ardent love of the Blessed Virgin Mary and her Son, Jesus Christ
Sodalists by becoming knights of our Lady have a special title to hei
patronage and solicitude. Bi-weekly discu sion meetings, under the
direction of the Sociality Moderator, enable the Sodalists to exchange
views on current moral problems and to assimilate militant Christian attitudes and convictions. The Sodality with headquarters in
Rome and with the national Sodality organization in St. Louis cooperates with the suggested program of these bodies.
Moderator
Rev. Victor Beuckman, O.S.B.
Prefects
Tom Willett and Tom Fredeman
Vice Prefects
Jimmy Tullos and Clarence Soerries
Secretaries
Richard Meyers and Jerry Assenmacher
Treasurers
Willie Bergeron and John Wright

---:t::t:- --

ST. PLACID ALT AR BOYS SOCIETY
This society trains boys to serve at Mass and at other sacred
functions. Every Catholic boy who so desire is given the opportunity of learning to serve at Mass.
Director
Rev. Victor Beuckman, O.S.B.

----tt-- --

THE SCHOOL BAND
The school band offer students with mu ical instruments opportunity to acquire experience in ensemble work. All students with
musical talent are urged to join. The beautifully uniformed organization is called upon to perform at public gatherings of all kind
Members. about twenty-five.

----u-- --

THE PERISCOPE
The school monthly known by the above title chronicles school
and alumni events, trains student in the elements of journali m, and
seeks to stimulate undergraduate to literary efforts. It erves as a
mediun1 of contact with parents of students, alumni, and friends of
the school. It aids in the modern "Press Movement" sponsored b:,
alumni.
Sponsor and Business Manager, Very Rev. Louis Deuster, O.S.B .
Editor. Norman DeLeo; As istant Editor, Bob Buller; Circulation
Manager, Charles Vonder Heide.
Columnists : Seniors, Richard Kohn; Juniors, Paul Osborne and Willie
Bergeron; Sophomores, Richard Griffin and Dick Rust.; Freshmen,
Guy Cox; Preps, Eddie Zuniga.
Sports Writer, Gus Gillespie; Staff Typi t: Neil Romine.

----u-- --
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THE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
The faculty solved the problem of comic books by appointing a
library committee from among the more competent of student volunteers. These boys serve as librarians, help choose new books for the
library, and work hard to promote literary interest among the students. Operated by students for the student body, the library association has proved to be an excellent means of encouraging reading
interest among the boys. More than 2,000 books provide a wide
range of reading matter, from boys' adventure stories on up through
science and the classics. Working under the supervision of the
faculty, student librarians who qualify are eligible for credits in
library science. Interested students with an average of B or better,
are eligible for the committee.

---u---

OUTDOOR SPORTS

STUDENT CHOIR

Located in the center of the Ouachita Valley, Subiaco Academy
provides good hunting, fishing, and hiking opportunities right on the
Abbey property. For enthusiasts who wish to range farther ofield,
Cove Lake, Mt. Magazine, and several other fine areas are still within
easy hiking distanc':!. Game laws permitting-and they generally doa boy can indulge his outdoor spirit to the full in all three activities
on the same weekend or even on the same day.
In the interests of safety we cannot permit the boys to have rifles
of any caliber but, with parents' consent, boys are permitted to have
shotguns and fishing equipment. Firearms are to be checked into
custody of the prefects when not in use.

----u----

THE CHEER CLUB
This group is organized annually in the fall of the year to lend
moral support to Trojan teams in their battles for the Orange and
Blue, and to give voice to the natural feelings of loyalty and school
spirit innate in good student bodies. Time-honored songs and "yells"
to the strains of which Subiaco teams have forged ahead to victory
are carefully rehearsed each fall. The entire student body is expected
to take part, but a special club is organized to furnish a nucleus and
leadership. Cheer leaders during the 1949-50 term: James Buckley.
William Hatton, Mike Luck, Eugene Hart.

----u---CHORAL CLUB

In the past few years, the Academy has been fortunate in developing an outstanding student choir. The Choral Club this year has
done particularly fine work, singing at the Students' High Mass,
singing the Benediction hymns, and winding up its year with a
broadcast over radio station KWHN in Fort Smith.
The Choral Club trains voices and teaches the essentials of singing in harmony. Very successful in uncovering and developing talent, it has broadened the scope of student activities, offering a definite opportunity for students who might otherwise neglect a talent
or even find no place in the students' extra-curricular program.
We invite to membership all interested students with pleasing
voices, reading ability, and pitch sense. Tryouts for all candidates
will be held early in the school year. All students are eligible.
Directors: Rev. Gerald Sacra, O.S.B., Mr. William Gray, A.B.
(Page Forty - six)
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THE BUILDING FUND
Subiaco is not an endowed' institution in any adequate sense of
the word and must depend largely upon revenues obtained from
board and tuition charges. These must be supplemented from time
to time by gifts on the part of persons who sEe the need for and benefits to America from schools of its scope and aid.
In this connection, the public is invited to take part in Subiaco's
educational venture by contributing sums in any amounts toward
erection of needed buildings, obtaming equipment, and the like.
Friends are advised that gifts for such purposes will do the most
good if made in the near future, so that expansion plans may proceed
at a normal pace.
All benefactors are remembered in the daily prayers of the Benedictine religious community.
---:j::1:---

Partial view of abbey herd, taken north of main abb ey building-s.
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Terms
1. Necessary expenses for a full term (9 months).
Board
Tuition
Lodging-Dormitory
Anthony Hall
126.00
Room
{ Academy
144.00
Activity Fee
Library Fee
.
Registration Fee (First entrance only)
Books and School Supplies

$ 283.00
90.00
54.00

20.00
3.00
5.00
20.00

Total for full Term
$ 475.00
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANI 'G ARE ADDITIO AL at local rates.
* • * • •
TRACK SQUAD

Payments may be made by the semester or half year as follows:
0
E TRA CE
Board
$ 141.50
Tuition
__
45.00
Lodging-Dormitory
_
27.00
Anthony Hall
63.00
Room
{ Academy
72.00
Activity Fee
10.00
Library Fee _
1.50
Books and School Supplies
20.00
Registration Fee (First entrance only)
5.00

$ 250.00
January 25

Board
Tuition
Lodging-Dormitory
_
Anthony Hall
Room
~
l Academy
Activity Fee
Library Fee

$ 141.50
45.00
27.00

r

63.00
72.00
10.00
1.50
$ 225.00

•

$

•

•

•

Monthly payments, invariably in advance, can
be arranged in the following manner:
First month on entrance
Add $5.00 Registration Fee for first entrance only.
Add $20.00 for Books and School supplies.
Second and remaining months (eight payments), each
Total for School Term (Year)
I

Page Fifiy'

$

50.00

S 50.00
$ 475.00
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2. SPECIAL EXPENSES
In t.ruct.ion on the Piano
Instruct.ion on the Violin or other inst.rwnent.
Use of Instrwnent.
Band, Lessons
Use of Instrument.
__
Typewriting and Use of Machine __
Graduation Fee, including Cap and Gown
Laboratory Fee: Chemistry and Physics
General Science
Biology
Fee for Special Examination

50.00
50.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
7.50
10.00
5.00
5.00
2.00

RATES FOR DAY STUDE TS
The following rates will apply in 1950-51 for day students
i.e. students attending from the surrounding section:
Tuition ____________ _
$
Athletic Fee, payable by all students
Library Fee, payable by all students
Total for Full Term (Year)
S

only,
63.00
10.00
2.00
75.00

Add $5.00 Registration Fee for first entrance.
Add $20.00 for books.

THE LIGHTER SIDE

Dinner at the academy is $72.00 per year additional for day students.
For special expen es, such as use of typewriter, piano instruction,
band, etc., see the general rat.es, which are the same for all students.
The administration of the school desires to draw attention o the
following points.
l. A reduction of ten per cent on board and tuition only is granted
to brothers attending at the same time.
2. All payments, semi-annually or monthly, must be made in advance.
3. No student will receive a diploma or tran cript of credits until
his account with the school is settled in full.
4. No refund or reduction will be made for temporary ab ence during the year, for lateness at the beginning of a semester, for withdrawal before the end of a semester, unless the period of absence
covers an entire month. In case of expulsion or protracted illnes
proper reductions will be made.
5. The charge for attendance in the infirmary, and meals, is 1.00
per clay extra. Medical attendance, if necessary, is at the physician's charges.
6. Damage done to school property will be charged to the offender
and repaired at his expense.
7. The authorities assume no responsibility for money and valuables
not deposited in their care.
8. Pocket money is carried under a separate account. The weekly allowance granted to students is left to the discretion of parents or
guardians. No pocket money will be advanced.

---n---
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Scholarships
c.,
..:i

Friends of Catholic higher education have joined with Subiaco in
founding the following scholarship s to aid needy and deserving students toward the Priesthood:

z
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l. The Father Joseph Scholarship , founded by members of the parish of Muen ter, Texa_, in memory of Father Joseph Huwyler. Complete, value $5,000.00. This Scholarship is to be awarded.

<

2. Sacred Heart Scholarship , No. 1, founded by the people of Sacred
Heart Parish, Muenster, Texas. Complete. value $5,000.00. This
Schola1·ship was awarded to Wilfred Becker, Barling, Arkansas.
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6. Catholic Union Scholarship , founded by the Catholic Union of
Arkansas. Complete, value $5 000.00. This Scholarship was awarded
to Robert Werner, Ft. Smith, Arkansas.
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4. Father Frowin Memorial Scholarship , founded by friends of the
Rev. Frowin Koerdt. in Muenster, Texas. Complete, value $5,000.00.
This Scholarship was awarded to Clarence Wiederkehr , Altus, Arkansas.
5. Sacred Heart Scholarship , No. 2, founded by a friend in Fort
Smith. Complete, value $5,000.00. This Scholarship was awarded to
Bede Buergler, Fort Smith , Arkansas.
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3. Christ the King Scholarship , founded by Miss Margaret Simmons,
Muenster, Texas. Complete, value, $5,000.00. This Scholarship was
awarded to George Schroeder, Windthorst, Texas.
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7. Catholic Knights Scholarship , founded by the Catholic Knight.;
of America in Arkansas. Complete, value $5,000.00. This Scholar hip
was awarded to William Long, Little Rock, Arkansas.
8. Mother of Perpetual Help Scholarship . Complete, value $5 000.00.
This Scholarship was awarded to Raymond Cooney, Tyler, Texas.
9. Saint Peter's Scholarship , founded by the people of St. Peter's
Parish, Lindsay, Texas. Complete, value S5,000.00. This Scholarship
was awarded to Jerry Assenmach er, Billings, Missouri.
10. Father Matthew Scholarship founded by a friend in memory of
Father Matthew Saettele, pioneer Benedictine Arkansas missionary.
Complete, value $5,000.00. This Scholarship was awarded to Alex
Soerries, Hartman, Arkan as.
11. Saint Mary's Scholarship , founded by Saint Mary's Parish, Windthorst, Texas, in honor of the Blessed Virgin Mary. Complete, value
$5,000.00. This Scholarship was awarded to John Schroeder, Windthorst, Texas.
12. Father Leo Memorial Scholarship , founded by the people of
Saint Mary's Parish, Windthorst, Texas. Complete, value, $5,000.00.
This Scholarship was awarded to Henry Scheffe, Windthorst, Texas.

13. Mary, Help of Christfans, Scholarship , founded by the people of
Muenster, Texas. Complete, value $5,000.00. This Scholarship to be
awarded.
IP, i;c
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14. St. Bernard's Scholarship. Donor anonymous. Complete value
$5,000.00. This scholarship is to be awarded .
'
·
15. Saint Benedict's Scholarship, founded by anonymous friends.
Present value $4,648.87.
16. Saint Jo eph and Saint Barbara Scholarship founded by Mr.
Joseph Enderlin, Sr., Conway, Arkansas. Present value, $3,054.82.
17. Golden Jubilee Scholarship, founded by friends on the occasion
of the golden jubilee of New Subiaco Abbey. Present value 2,116.08.
18. St. Edward's Burse. Present value $2,055.00.
19. Little Flower Scholarship, founded by the John Gorrell Family
in memory of Herman H . Gorrell, class of '25. Pre ent value, $1,134.63.
20. Sts. Charles and Clara Scholarship. Present value, $1,025.13.

•
•

21. St. Martin Scholarship, founded by Martin Schumacher, Rhineland, 'fexas. Present value $700.00.
A full scholarship amounts to $5,000.00. Only 14 of the school'
scholarships are at present complete. Charitable persons able to do
so are urged to send in amounts to be added to an existing scholarship or to start a new one, perhaps in memory of some one dear
to them. This noble form of charity is much needed if Catholic higher
education is to flourish. New scholarships may be opened by arrangement with the Rt. Rev. President.
Acknowledgemen t is hereby gratefully made of the effort . of
these and of many other friends interested in Subiaco scholar hips.
The people of Muenster, Texas, through inspiration of pastors have
been particularly zealous .

Form of Scholarship Donation

E nclosed please find
toward the

dollar

as my contribution
Scholarship.

( ame of Scholarship)

ame
Address

---H--General Form of Bequest

To further the educational p rogram of SUBIACO COLLEGE and
ACADEMY, I enclose the following donation for
(Specify pw·pose of fund.)
Name _
Address

1Page Fifty-six)
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Registry of Students, 1949-1950
Achee, Ben
Ahlert, Raymond
Ahne. Herman
Ardemagni. Cecil .
Ardemagnl, Michael
Arnold, Gene
Atnip, George
Assenmacher, Jerry
Baker. Wilford
Baber, James

Barrington. Paul
Barron, Gary ~

Bartsch, Kenneth
Bargeman. Paul
Battaile, Joseph
Baumgartner, John
Becker. Joseph
Becker. Wilfred
Bell, John
Benz, Raymond
Berg. George
Bergeron, Wilfred
Beschoner, Charles
Beshoner, John
Bock, William
Booth, Patrick
Bornhoft. Sylvester
Bosche. Danny
Breyel. John
Bridges, Donald
Brucks, Charles
Buckley, James .
Buchanan. Fredrick
Buergler. Bede
Butler, David
Buttler. Bobby Lee
Cabezas. Alvaro
Cameron, Donald
Canada Thomas
Cashen: William
Chenkas. William
Clark, William
Classen. Matthew
Cleveland, Jack
Clune, Robert
Collier. George
Collier. Thomas
Cone. Michael
Cooney, Ra)'.mond
Cotter. David
cox. Guy

Cummings. James

•
•
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Curran. Robert
Davis. Edward
Davis. John
Dean. Robert .
De!Ciello. Juban
DeLeo. Norman
Dent, Raymond
Derouen. Norman
DeSalvo. Abraham
DeAngelis. Joseph
Dodson. Robert
Donnell. Robert
Duerr. John
nunar. John
Dunegan. J. Edward
Elsken. Gera Id
Endres. Hugh
Evans. Robert
Farned, Joseph
Fischer. Carl ...
Fischer. Charles

Louisiana
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas

Arkansas
Arkansas
Texas
Missouri
Louisiana
Arkansas
Wisconsin

Texas

Arkansas
Arkansas

Tennessee

Arkansas
Texas
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas

Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas

Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Louisiana
Arkansas
Costa Rica
Arkansas
Arkansas
Illinois
Texas
Arkansas
Arkansas
_ Arkansas
California
Arkansas
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Texas
Louisiana
Louisiana
Oklahoma
Texas
Texas
Arkansas

Arkansas
Okl homa
Missouri
Arkansas
Louisiana
Arkansas
Massachussets
Michigan
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
_ Arkansas
Texas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
0

Fitzmaurice. Michael
Flanagan, Tho1nas
Fleming, Robert
Framel. John
Friemel. Walter
Fritsche, Leon
Forst, Raymond
Fox, Lawrence

Gage, John
Gardner, George

Gasparotto, Lidi
Gallagher, Brien
Garrich, William
Geels, Boniface
Geels. Fabian

Geels, Herman

Gilbert, John
Gillard. James
Gillespie. Anthony
Gray, William
Griffin, Richard

Missouri
Arkansas
Tennessee
Arkansa
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Texas
Arkansas
Texa
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Arkansas

Texas
Oklahoma
Louisiana
Guilonard. Don1inic
South America
Guilonard. John
South America
Hagar, Samuel
Texas
Hahn, Robert
Indiana
Hamilton. Robert
Oklahoma
Handgraaf, Michael
Arkansas
Hartmeier, Robert
Arkansas
Hart. Eugene
Arkansas
Hatton. Jerry
Wyoming
Hatton. William
Wyoming
Hatwig, Robert
Arkansas
Hatwig, William
Arkansas
Hayes, Ronald
New York
Hausen. Eugene
Arkansas
Heiss, Fredrick
Arkansas
Hennes, Raymond
Texas
Hockle, Donald
Arkansas
Hoenig, Rupert
Texas
Hogan. Robert
Ohio
Hoolihan, Emmett
Arkansas
Hoyt, Jerry
Arkansas
Howe, John
Arkansas
Howe, Willia1n
Arkansas
Hmn. Williain
Arkansas
Hunt. Herman
Arkansas
Hutson, William
Arkansas
Jamison. Harry
Texas
James, Raymond
Arkansas
Janelle. William
Arkansas
Janes, Norman
Oklahoma
Janes. Richard
Oklahoma
Jefferson. Raymond
Arkansas
Jordan. Frank
Texas
Kinghorn. Michael
Arkansas
King, John
Arkansas
Kirchner, James
Arkansas
Knapp, Audie
Missouri
Knittig, Alois
Arkansas
Kleck, Jerome
Arkansas
Kleck, Charles
Arkansas
Klein, Jerry
Arkansas
Koch, Thomas
Arkansas
Koenigseder. Robert
Arkansas
Koenigseder. William
Arkansas
Kremers. James
Arkansas
Kre1ners, Willian,
Arkansas
Kroft, Ralph
Arkansas
Kroft, Robert
Arkansas
LaCara, Salvadore .
Louisiana
Landwermeyer, Jan1es
Texas
Lensing, William
Arkansas
Guess,

Harvey
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Lett, Scotty
Linder. Einory _
Linder, Hilary _
Long, Wilham
Luck, Michael
MacKenzie. James
Mahoney , Edward
Makovec, Charles
Makovec. Melvin
Martin , Albert
Marlin . Gerald
Martin , Vernon

_

Masters. Maurice
McAfee, David
Maus. Donald
McCormick. Vernon
Mccurdy, Mackley
McConville, Patrick
McCray, William
McGuuc. Thomas
Meggers, George
Merlin, Fredrick
Meyers, Richard
Michels, Mathew
Middleton, Donald
Miller, Dale
Miller, Ralph
Mitchell. Guy -Montgomery, Lindell
Murphy , John
Niemann. Eugene
O'Connor, Robert
Osborne, Paul
Paladino, Adolph
Papan, Charles
Perch . Ernest
Petkoff, George
Phi1lips, A . T .
Pieri. John
Pletruszka , Frank
Pitonyak, Thomas
Plugge, Donald
Plugge, Richard
Poirot, Eugene
Post , David
Post. John
Reinhart. James
Reith. Anton ..
Rineberg, Harold
Revelette, Joseph
Ritter. Paul
Rittman, Richard
Rolf. Joseph
Romine, Nell
Ross. James
Ruesewald, Herman
Rust, Richard
Sandmann. Max

BOXING TEAM

Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
California
West Virginia
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Texas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Oklahoma

_ Texas

Arkansas
Arkansas

Venezuela
Oklahoma
Kentucky
Washington
Arkansas
A:-kansas

Tennessee

Texas
Texas

Arkansas

Missouri
Arkansas
Venezuela
Texas
Arkansa
Texas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Missouri
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Michigan
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Texas
Missouri
Missouri
Arkansas
Arkansas
Illinois
Kansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Arkansas
Indiana
Texas

Scecina , John

Scheffe, Henry
Scheffe, Lloyd
Schenk, Dillard
Schiltz, Richard
Schichtle, George
Schlabs, James
Schluterman, Anthony
Schluterman. Raymond
Sch1nitz. Justin

Schmitz, Leonard
Schneider. Casper
Schroeder, George
Schroeder, John
Schwartz, Robert
Se1 ter. Jerome
Sermon. "Frederick
Sharu,n, James
Siebenmorgen, Anthon)·
Siebenmorgen, Thomas
Sirnmonds. John
Sledge, Richard
Smith, James
Spriggs, Thomas
Soerries. A.lex
Soerr,es, Clarence
Stanton, James
Stevens, Larry
Story, James
Straub. Joseph
Streeter. James
Swink, John
Taylor, Leo
Tessaro, Rielly
Thompson , George
Trainer. Joseph
Tullos, James
Verfurth, Patrick
Vogelpohl , Albert
Vonder Heide, Charles
Walters, James
Weed, Ronald
Weisenfels. Gilbert
Werner, Robert
Wewers, Harold
Wewer. Herman
Whits Itt, Robert _
Wiederkehr, Clarence
Wi111ams, Gene
Wilson. Robert
Wilson, Charles
Wlllett, Thomas
Williamson, John
Witt, Kenneth
Wright, John
Zlpi, Waller
ZubaUk, David
Zuniga, Edward

Texas
Texas
Texa
Texas
Texas
Oklahoma
Texes
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansa
Arkansas
Arkansas
Texas
Texas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Louisiana
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Texas
Texas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Texas
Arkansas
Louisiana
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Tennessee
M.tssouri
Arkansas
Oklahoma
T e xas
Arkansas
Missou1
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Texas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Arkansas
Oklahoma
Arkansas
Arkansas
Louisiana
Oklahoma
Iowa
Maryland
Arkansas
Texas
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Texas

MIXING IT UP

I
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Application Form
Name of student
Date of birth
Place of birth
School last attended
Last grade completed
Name d parents or guardian_
Address
SCIENCE

Phone No.

Religion of student

Health
Good

Deportment : Fair

; Good

Application to study: Fair

_ ; Excellent
__ ; Excellent

Remarks :

Please make reservation for the above named student who
. 19 _ school
term.
NOTE-The registration fee of $5.00, payable by all students at first entry only, and $20.00 for books and school supplies should accompany this application in order to merit a
reservation.

will attend Subiaco Academy for the 19_ ...

Signed
Paid$
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Date
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MO.

"TINN.

OKI.A.

ARKANS AS

TEX.

LA.

Students arrive September 4.
Registration : September 5.

